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Abstract—This paper deals with a complete bipartite matching
problem with the objective of finding an optimal matching that
maximizes a certain generic predefined utility function on the
set of all matchings. After proving the NP-hardness of the
problem using reduction from the 3-SAT problem, we propose
a randomized algorithm based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) technique for solving this. We sample from Gibb’s
distribution and construct a reversible positive recurrent discrete
time Markov chain (DTMC) that has the steady state distribution
same as the Gibb’s distribution. In one of our key contributions,
we show that the constructed chain is ‘rapid mixing’, i.e. the
convergence time to reach within a specified distance to the
desired distribution is polynomial in the problem size. The rapid
mixing property is established by obtaining a lower bound on the
conductance of the DTMC graph and this result is of independent
interest.
Index Terms—Allocation/matching problem, Markov Chain
Monte Carlo, rapid mixing Markov chain, conductance.
1. INTRODUCTION
Bipartite graphs arise in many applications. Match-
ings between two types of elements, like men/women, or
jobs/machines are naturally bipartite. Other areas include for
example structural inconsistency detection in large electrical
network [10], programmable logic arrays (PLAs) [7] and
electronic design automation [11]. Often, in a bipartite graph,
it is essential to find an optimal matching, one for which
a certain suitable utility function has to be maximized. This
paper deals with this problem. However, the bipartite matching
problem with global utility maximization turns out to be NP-
hard. To this end, we propose a randomized algorithm using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique for solving this. We
use conductance [6] for proving the rapid mixing of the chain.
The conductance (for a graph with/without weights) gives an
indication of how fast a random walk on a graph converges
to a stationary distribution [8].
Conductance is one of many ways to quantify connect-
edness in a graph. In the context of a Markov chain, well-
connectedness results in, loosely speaking and under suitable
assumptions, a faster convergence to the stationary distribu-
tion. Network connectivity plays a key role in many applica-
tions. For example, in circuits, one needs well-connectedness
to have more reliability/redundancy against disconnectedness
of some components. In traffic networks, high connectivity
ensures more robustness against traffic-jams and delays. The
approach followed in this paper for finding an optimal match-
ing is by constructing a Markov chain and then by ensuring
that this chain is rapidly mixing, i.e. well-connected in a
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suitable sense. In what follows, we formulate the problem
precisely and then consider a few applications.
Consider a complete bipartite graph G= ((V1∪V2),E). The
graph is complete in a sense that (i, j) ∈ E for every i ∈ V1
and j ∈ V2. Let |V1| = m and |V2| = n, and without loss of
generality m6 n. A matching M in G is a collection of edges
(subset of E) such that no two edges in the collection share
the same endpoint, i.e. for any (i, j) and (u,v) ∈M, we have
i 6= u and j 6= v. A matching M ⊆ E is said to be perfect if
for any (i, j) 6∈ M, {(i, j)}∪M is not a matching. Note that
for any perfect matching M, |M|= m. Let N denote the set
of all perfect matchings in G. Now, consider a real valued
function U : N → ℜ, where ℜ is the set of real numbers.
The function U can be thought as assigning utility to each
perfect matching. Our aim is to find the perfect matching M?
that maximizes the utility. Specifically, we wish to solve the
following optimization:
M? = argmax
M∈N
U(M).
We do not consider any specific structure on U(·). However,
we assume that given any perfect matching M, U(M) can be
computed in time polynomial in m.
Note that the bipartite matchings is a very well studied
problem on account of its usefulness in modelling, among
many others, scheduling and resource allocation problems. In
these explorations, mostly some structure on U(·) is assumed.
For example, it is assumed that each edge e in E is associated
with a non-negative real number called weight, say we. Here,
U(M) = ∑e∈M we. Note that for a given M, U(M) can be
computed in O(m). In this settings, M? is called maximum
weighted matching. The Hungarian algorithm can be used to
obtain the maximum weighted matching in time complexity
O(n4) [9]. One other matching problem studied extensively
is the stable matching problem. Here, each node in V1 (V2,
resp.) give preference for each node in V2 (V1, resp.). A
perfect matching is called stable if, broadly, there does not
exist any pairing (i, j) such that both i and j prefer each
other more than the nodes they are currently matched to [5].
Here, note that we can define U(M) to be 0 if M is not a
stable matching and 1 otherwise. Note that for a given M,
U(M) can be computed in O(m2n2). Also, M? gives the stable
matching. Thus, our problem here is a generalized version of
well studied matching problems. Note that the aforementioned
well studied problems are not enough to model many resource
allocation and scheduling problems. We give few examples to
demonstrate this.
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A. Job Scheduling
Consider a job scheduling problem where m jobs need to
be scheduled on K machines. Each job can be scheduled on
any of the available machines. Let si j denote the service time
of job i on machine j. Let S denote the set of all jobs. A job
scheduling ∆ is a partition of S into at most K subsets, say
S ∆1 , . . . ,S
∆
K , where S j denote the set of jobs scheduled on
machine j. Denote by T∆j the machine j’s make-span under
∆ which is defined as follows:
T∆j = ∑
i∈S ∆j
si j.
The system’s make-span under ∆, say T∆, is defined as T∆ =
max
16 j6K
T∆j . The aim is to find an optimal job scheduling ∆? such
that T∆
? 6 T∆ for every ∆. Now, we show that this problem
can be addressed in our framework.
Construct a bipartite graph as follows: set V1 =S , i.e. V1
is the set of all jobs. Thus, |V1| = m. Set V2 has mK nodes.
Any perfect matching M can be mapped to a job scheduling
as follows. Construct S j(M) = {i ∈S : (i,u) ∈M and j =
du/me}. Now, U(M) can be computed as
U(M) =−max
j
∑
i∈S j(M)
si j.
Note that U(M) can be computed in O(m). Also, note that
M? corresponds to ∆?. Thus, the job scheduling problem can
be addressed in our framework.
B. Graph Colouring
Consider a graph Gc = (V,E). Let |V | = m. The graph
colouring problem deals with assigning colours to each vertex
in such a way that vertices i and j do not have the same colour
if (i, j) ∈ E. Here, we are interested in determining whether
the given graph can be coloured with at most K colours [4].
The colouring problem is used, among many other things, for
frequency planning in wireless networks. Next we describe
how this problem can be addressed in our framework.
Construct a bipartite graph as follows: assign V1 = V and
V2 has mK nodes. Any perfect matching M yields a graph
colouring by assigning colour du/me to node i if (i,u) ∈M.
The utility function U(M) equals c if M yields a valid
colouring in the original graph and equals −c otherwise where
c is a positive real number. Note that if U(M?) = c, then we
can conclude that the graph can be coloured with at most K
colours. Also, note that for any given matching M, its utility
can be obtained in O(m2). Thus, the proposed framework can
address the colouring problem.
C. Multiple Knapsack Problem
The multiple knapsack problem is a generalization of the
single knapsack problem. Let there be m items and K knap-
sacks. The volume of the ith item is ci > 0 and the volume of
the jth knapsack is Ci. Denote by ri j > 0 the reward we obtain
if an item i is put in the jth knapsack. The aim is to assign
items to knapsacks. Let S ∆j denote the set of items assigned
to knapsack j under assignment policy ∆. The assignment ∆
is said to be feasible if ∑i∈S ∆j ci 6 C j for every j. For any
feasible ∆, the reward R∆ = ∑ j∑i∈S ∆j ri j. Our aim is to find
a feasible policy ∆? such that R∆? > R∆ for every feasible ∆.
Next we describe how this problem can be addressed in our
framework.
Consider a bipartite graph with V1 as the set of all items
and V2 is the set of mK nodes. A perfect matching M in this
bipartite graph is mapped to items assignment to the knapsack
as follows: item i is assigned to the d j/me if (i, j)∈M. Define
S j(M) to be the set of all items i assigned to the jth knapsack
under matching M. Function U(M) =−κ if the assignment is
not feasible, else U(M) =∑ j∑i∈S j(M) ri j. Note that U(M) can
be computed in O(m2). Now, observe that M? corresponds to
∆?.
The examples above demonstrate usefulness of the frame-
work we consider here. Our aim is to design efficient algo-
rithms to obtain M?. Unfortunately, the problem of finding
optimal matching is NP-hard. We prove the hardness in the
next section. Since the polynomial time algorithms for finding
M? may not exist, we consider a randomized algorithm based
on Markov Chain Monte Carlo [1]. Key idea here is to
sample efficiently from Gibb’s distribution exp{βU(M)}/C,
where the partition function, C = ∑M∈N e{βU(M)} for β > 0.
Note that the distribution concentrates at the optimal perfect
matchings as β → ∞. In MCMC, we construct a reversible
positive recurrent discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) that
has the steady state distribution same as the required Gibb’s
distribution. Making the sampling from the required distri-
bution efficient is equivalent to ensuring that the MCMC
Markov chain is rapid mixing. Broadly, the rapid mixing
implies that after running DTMC for steps polynomial in n,
observed empirical distribution is very close to the steady state
distribution. In our main result, we establish rapid mixing of
the constructed DTMC. Our key contributions are summarized
below.
• We prove the NP-hardness of the problem.
•We propose MCMC based randomized algorithm to find M?.
• We show that the constructed DTMC is rapid mixing for
any given value of β > 0.
• The bound on the conductance of the graph corresponding
to the constructed DTMC may be of independent interest.
The organization of this paper is as follows: the complexity of
the problem, that is, the NP-hardness is discussed in Section
2. The proposed algorithm for solving the problem at hand,
the construction of the Markov chain and its transitions are
detailed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with details of rapid
mixing Markov chains and the tools used in this paper for
establishing rapid mixing property. The main result of this
paper, that is, the rapid mixing property of the Markov chain
associated with the concerned problem is given in Section 5.
Section 6 contains concluding remarks and future directions.
Proofs of few preliminary results is given in the Appendix.
2. COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM
In this section, we discuss the computational complexity
of the problem under consideration. Note that we have a
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combinatorial optimization problem with no real structure
apparent on the utility function. The total number of perfect
matchings in the bipartite graph is O(nm). Note that the total
number of matchings may not be polynomial in m (or n) if n
is O(m) which is the case in the examples we described. Thus,
the exhaustive search may not be computationally feasible for
the cases in which n is increasing with m. Next, we formally
show that the allocation problem with global utility is NP-
hard.
To show the problem is NP-hard, we use reduction from
three-conjunctive normal form satisfiability (aka 3-CNF-SAT)
problem. We first describe 3-CNF-SAT problem for the sake
of completeness. This problem deals with determining satisfi-
ability of a boolean formula that involves m variables and K
clauses, where K is O(m). There are three boolean operators
used, AND (denoted as ‘∧’), OR (denoted as ‘+’) and
complementation. The clauses are joined with AND operators
and variables in each clause are joined by OR operator. Each
clause has three variables either as it is or complemented.
For example (y1 + y2 + y¯3)∧ (y2 + y4 + y¯7)∧ (y¯1 + y4 + y¯8) is
a 3-CNF. A 3-CNF is said to be satisfiable, if there exists
assignment of binary value to each variable such that the
formula evaluates to 1. The 3-CNF-SAT is a known NP-
complete problem [2]. Now, we prove that our problem is
also NP-hard.
Theorem 2.1. The allocation problem with global utility
maximization is NP-hard.
Proof. In order to prove the problem is NP-hard we use
reduction from 3-CNF-SAT. A 3-CNF satisfiability problem
is represented as
V = {y1,y2, · · · ,ym},
and a 3-CNF boolean formula f (V ). To find an analogy
between the 3-CNF-SAT problem and the allocation problem
with global utility maximization, we consider the following.
Consider a bipartite graph G((V1∪V2),E) with V1 =V number
of nodes on one side and |V2|= 2m number of nodes on the
other side as shown in Figure 1.
Out of the 2m nodes in the set V2, first m nodes
{z0, . . . ,zm−1} correspond to bit 0 and the latter m nodes
{zm, . . . ,z2m−1} correspond to bit 1. The graph G shown in
Figure 1 is said to be complete since there exists edges
from all nodes in set V1 to all nodes in set V2. Thus the 3-
CNF satisfiability problem can be considered as a matching
problem, where the allocation of each variable node yi to a
node in V2 can be associated with either 0 or 1 and this value
is the value of that variable. To be more clear, let g(yi) denote
the value of vertex in V2 to which yi is matched. It can be
either 0 or 1. The utility function U for this is defined as
U(M) = f (g¯(y¯)) ∈ {0,1}. (1)
The problem definition is find M? such that
M? = argmax
M∈N
U(M).
Here Umin = 0 and Umax = 1 and if U(M?) = 1, then f is
satisfiable, otherwise f is not satisfiable. Thus the 3-CNF
y1
y2
y3
y4
z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
z6
z7
z8
V1
V2
Figure 1: The bipartite graph representation of 3-CNF satis-
fiability problem
satisfiability problem can be reduced to a matching problem
with global utility maximization in polynomial time. This
proves the required.
Remark: The utility maximization with global utility is an
NP-hard problem even when the utility function is bounded,
i.e. |U(M)|6 c for some c > 0.
On account of the NP hard nature of the problem, we
can not have polynomial time algorithm to find an optimal
matching unless P=NP. There are two main approaches used to
solve these problems: approximation algorithm and random-
ized algorithms. In this paper, we focus on the randomized
algorithm. In the next section, we discuss our proposed
algorithm.
3. PROPOSED RANDOMIZED METHOD
We first present our randomized algorithm and then state
some preliminary results.
A. Proposed Algorithm
The pseudo code for the algorithm is presented in Algo-
rithm 3.1. We start with a random perfect matching from
N , say M0. We run the algorithm for T steps. In step t,
we randomly choose a perfect matching Mt ∈N where the
choice distribution depends on Mt−1. Select y ∈V1 and z ∈V2
uniformly at random. Note that since we assume that m6 n,
in any perfect matching node y is always matched to some
node in V2. As for z, there are three possibilities: (a) z is
matched to y, i.e. the edge (y,z) is already a part of the
matching Mt−1. (b) z is not matched, and (y,z1) is a part
of the matching Mt−1 for some z1 ∈ V2. (c) z is matched
to y1, i.e. (y,z1) and (y1,z) both belong to Mt−1. In each
of the possible cases, we do the following: In case (a), we
do nothing and retain the same matching as before. Thus,
Mt = Mt−1 in this case. In case (b), we construct a perfect
matching M˜t by removing edge (y,z1) and then adding the
edge (y,z) to Mt−1. Similarly in case (c), we construct M˜t
by removing edges (y,z1) and (y1,z), and adding edges (y,z)
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Algorithm 3.1 Pseudo code for the proposed algorithm
Input: Bipartite graph G((V1 ∪ V2,E), where |V1| =
m, |V2|= n
1: Initialize V1 = {1, · · · ,m} and V2 = {1, · · · ,n}, step t = 0
2: Start with a random complete matching, say M0
3: while t 6 T do
4: Select nodes y ∈V1 and z ∈V2 uniformly at random
5: if (y,z) ∈Mt then
6: M˜t+1←Mt
7: else if (y,z1) ∈Mt and z is unmatched then
8: M˜t+1← (Mt ∪{(y,z)})\{(y,z1)}
9: else if (y,z1) ∈Mt and (y1,z) ∈Mt then
10: M˜t+1← (Mt ∪{(y,z),(y1,z1)})\{(y,z1),(y1,z)}
11: end if
12: Calculate U(M˜t+1)
13: p = min{1,eβ (U(M˜t+1)−U(Mt ))}
14: Mt+1← M˜t+1 w.p. p and Mt+1←Mt otherwise
15: t← t+1
16: end while
Output: Matching MT
and (y1,z1) to Mt−1. Once the matching M˜t is constructed, we
compute U(M˜t). If U(M˜t) >U(Mt−1), then we let Mt = M˜t ;
otherwise we only accept M˜t as a new choice with probability
exp{β (U(M˜t)−U(Mt−1))}. Note that in each iteration of the
proposed algorithm, we randomly pick a matching from the
neighborhood of the current one, and propose to use it. If the
chosen matching has equal or more utility than that of the
current one, then we accept it as a new one, else we accept it
only probabilistically with probability depending on the utility
of the proposed and the current matching. Specifically, closer
the utility of the proposed matching to that of the existing one,
higher is the probability of accepting the proposed matching.
Next we prove some preliminary results.
B. Preliminary Results
Fix parameter β < ∞. Let Xβt be a random variable that
denotes the matching used by the proposed algorithm in t th
iteration for the given β . Consider the discrete time stochastic
process M(β ) = {Xβt }t>0. We prove the following two main
results.
Lemma 3.1. Fix any β <∞. The processM(β ) is a Discrete
Time Markov Chain (DTMC) onN . The DTMC is irreducible
and aperiodic.
The proof is presented in the Appendix. Let P(β ) =
[PM′M(β )]M,M′∈N denote the transition probability matrix on
the DTMC for a given β . Note that sinceN has finitely many
elements, the above result states that the DTMC is positive
recurrent and hence admits the stationary distribution, say
pi (β ) = [piM(β )]M∈N . Now, we characterize the steady state
distribution.
Lemma 3.2. Fix any β < ∞. The DTMC M(β ) is time
reversible and for every M ∈N
piM(β ) =
exp{βU(M)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
.
The proof is presented in the Appendix. Note that the steady
state distribution is what we desired as it concentrates on
points M ∈ N such that U(M) = U(M?) as β → ∞. Also,
since P(t)M′M(β )→ piM(β ) as t→ ∞ for every M′ and M ∈N ,
it should be enough to run the algorithm for some “large
enough” steps T to be able to “closely” sample from the
distribution pi (β ). However, determining T for the required
sampling accuracy is challenging. Next we discuss this in
more details.
4. RAPID MIXING MARKOV CHAIN
In probability theory, the mixing time of a Markov chain
is the minimum time within which the Markov chain is
“sufficiently close” to its steady state distribution for all initial
conditions. It gives a measure of how large T should be so
that the state of the chainM(β ) is close enough to the desired
stationary distribution. Here onwards, we fix β ∈ [0,∞), and
omit it from the notations for brevity. For DTMC M, define
how far the t step transition probability from the steady state
distribution as total variation distance
d(t) =
1
2
max
M′∈N ∑M∈N
|P(t)M′M−piM|. (2)
The total variation distance d(t) is a monotone decreasing
function of t. Thus, if d(t)6 ε , then sampling anytime after t
steps ensures that the sampled distribution is at most ε away
from the desired distribution pi irrespective of the initial state.
Thus, the ε mixing time, say τε , is defined as follows for any
ε > 0:
τε = min{t : d(t)6 ε}.
A Markov chain is said to be rapidly mixing if the mixing
time increases as polynomial in n and logarithmic in 1/ε .
Definition 4.1. A Markov chain is said to be rapidly mixing
if τε is O(poly(n)+ log(1/ε)) for every ε > 0.
Our aim is to show that M is rapidly mixing. Since pi is
a left eigenvector of the transition probability matrix P, from
(2) it is can be seen that to establish rapid mixing the spectral
properties of P have to be analyzed [3]. Note that the Markov
chain associated with the problem is a reversible Markov
chain. The standard tools that are used for characterizing the
rapid mixing property of a reversible chain are conductance,
canonical paths, coupling and path coupling. For a detailed
description of these tools see [6]. In order to prove the rapid
mixing property of the chain M, we use conductance of the
chain and the concept of canonical paths. A brief description
of these are given below.
A. Conductance
Broadly, conductance of a graph is a measure of its
connectedness. Higher value of conductance typically imply
that a large number of edges will have to be removed for
dividing the graph into multiple components. Similarly, the
vconductance of Markov chain graph refers to ease with which
various states can be traversed in the chain. Specifically,
conductance provides a direct way of bounding the spectral
gap of the transition probability matrix P of M using a
geometric parameter based on a structural property of the
underlying weighted graph corresponding to M. Here, the
spectral gap refers to the distance between the unit circle
and the second largest eigenvalue (by magnitude) of P.
Now, we formally define conductance of a Markov chain.
Let wM′M = piM′PM′M = piMPMM′ denote the weight on edge
(M′,M). Note that weights are symmetric on account of time
reversibility. Moreover, the weight is zero if PM′M = 0. For
a subset S of N , define piS = ∑M∈S piM , i.e. piS is the steady
state probability of being in set S. Let Sc =N \S. Define,
Q(S,Sc) = ∑
M∈S,M′∈Sc
piMPMM′,
i.e. Q(S,Sc) denote the flow from set S to Sc at steady state.
The conductance of M is defined as
Φ=Φ(M) := min
S⊆N
0<piS61/2
Q(S,Sc)
piS
. (3)
Note that conductance captures ability of Markov chain to
move out of low probability sets. The mixing time can be
high if a Markov chain gets stuck in such sets and thereby
limiting its ability to explore the state space. The quantity
Q(S,Sc) captures the steady state probability of moving from
set S to Sc. In the definition, we focus on probabilistically
non-dominant sets S that have probability less than equal to
1/2. For fast mixing, we need the chain not to be stuck for
a long time in low probability sets. Thus, a higher value of
conductance imply a shorter mixing time.
B. Canonical Paths
Concept of canonical paths is used to quantify conductance
of the Markov chain graph. Recall that the conductance is a
measure of graph connectedness. To ensure connectedness,
we need to ensure that there do not exist bottlenecks in the
graph. Thus, the slow mixing is characterized by bottlenecks,
which is a set of edges whose total weight is small and their
removal disconnects the state space into two exponentially
large sets. Thus, presence of a bottleneck in the chain, results
in slow mixing of the chain, as it takes exponential time
to move from one side to the other. On the other hand,
absence of a bottleneck ensures that no transition of the chain
is used by too many paths. Construction of canonical paths
aids in quantifying the number of paths passing through an
edge. Canonical path between any initial matching I and
final matching F is a specially constructed unique positive
probability simple path from I to F in the underlying Markov
chain graph. Using these paths, we obtain a lower bound on
the graph conductance. We describe the construction in detail.
First, let A⊕B denote the symmetric difference between sets
A and B.
Fix any two distinct matchings I and F in N . The pseudo
code for constructing the canonical path from I to F is given
in Algorithm 4.1. Let us say that the nodes in set V1 is indexed
Algorithm 4.1 Pseudo code for constructing canonical path
Input: States I ∈N and F ∈N .
Initialize: k = 1, M˜1← I and J← I⊕F
1: for k = 1,2, · · · ,m do
2: if yk ∈ J then
3: Let (yk,z) ∈ M˜k ∩ J and (yk,z′) ∈ J∩F
4: if there exist (y′,z′) ∈ M˜k then
5: M˜k+1 ← (M˜k ∪ {(yk,z′),(y′,z)}) \
{(yk,z),(y′,z′)}
6: else
7: M˜k+1← (M˜k ∪{(yk,z′)})\{(yk,z)}
8: end if
9: else
10: M˜k+1← M˜k
11: end if
12: k← k+1
13: J← M˜k⊕F
14: end for
Output: Canonical path from I to F as
I = M˜1,M˜2, . . . ,M˜k = F
as V1 = {y1,y2, · · · ,ym}. Given I and F we start with the first
node in the set V1, i.e. y1. Note that, for J = I⊕F , degy1(J) ={0,2}. If degy1(J) = 0, then the corresponding edge is present
in both I and F . So, the next state is the current state itself.
However, if the degy1(J) = 2 then the corresponding edges are
(y1,z) and (y1,z′) in I and F respectively. We want to connect
y1 to z′. If z′ is not matched in I, then we simply break (y1,z)
and form (y1,z′) and this gives us matching M˜2 (see Step 7).
If z′ is already matched to some y′ in I, then we remove edges
(y1,z) and (y′,z′) and add edges (y1,z′) and (y′,z) to get M˜2
(see Step 5). Note that in M˜2, we have matched all nodes
with indices less than or equal to 1 as in F . We proceed in
the similar fashion by replacing I by M˜2 and obtain M˜3 if
M˜2 6= F . Note that in each step of the algorithm either we
move closer to F or we remain in the previous state itself
if the node corresponding to that step is already matched to
the same vertex in both I and F . Thus the smallest index of
node with non-zero degree in M˜k⊕F is a monotone increasing
function of k. The path I = M˜1,M˜2, . . . ,M˜k = F is a canonical
path from I to F . We show the following.
Theorem 4.2. For any I,F ∈ N , Algorithm 4.1 calculates
a unique canonical path say I = M1→M2→ ··· →Mk = F
such that k = m+1 and PM jM j+1 > 0 ∀ j = 1, · · · ,k−1.
Proof. Given any I and F the canonical path from I to
F is constructed using Algorithm 4.1. First note that every
intermediate state on the canonical path is a perfect matching.
Now, we show that Algorithm 4.1 converges in m steps, i.e.
the length of the canonical path is m. To see this consider
any instant k which corresponds to node yk ∈V1 which is to
be resolved in M˜k. Also, let Ψ(k) = {y ∈V1 : (y,z) ∈ M˜k∩F}.
We will show that Ψ(k) ⊆ Ψ(k+ 1). By construction, every
y∈Ψ(k) is matched to the same node in both M˜k and F . Node
yk will fall in one of the cases, (i) yk ∈Ψ(k) or (ii) yk /∈Ψ(k).
In case (i), M˜k+1 = M˜k and Ψ(k+1) =Ψ(k). In case (ii), i.e.
vi
yk /∈ Ψ(k), then let S(k) ⊆ V2 denote the set of vertices that
are matched to some y ∈ Ψ(k) in F . Also, yk is matched to
different nodes in M˜k and F . Without loss of generality, let
(yk,z1)∈ M˜k and (yk,z2)∈F . Note that z1 and z2 do not belong
to S(k). Now, suppose z2 is not matched in M˜k. Then M˜k+1 is
obtained by removing (yk,z1) and adding (yk,z2). Note that
now all nodes y6 yk are matched in the same way as that in F
under M˜k+1. Thus the required follows. Alternatively, if z2 is
matched to some node y in M˜k, then (1) y /∈Ψ(k), and (2) we
create M˜k+1 by removing edges (yk,z1), (y,z2) and adding
(yk,z2), (y,z1) to M˜k. In this case also Ψ(k+1)⊇Ψ(k).This
shows that the length of the canonical path is m.
Uniqueness of the canonical path is clear from the construc-
tion as we proceed in a specific order. Also, each transition
has non-zero probability as we change at most two edges in
every step. See Algorithm 3.1 for further clarification.
Construction of the canonical path I = M1→M2→ ··· →
Mk = F for a specific example is demonstrated through Figure
2 in the Appendix.
Consider an arbitrary transition e of M that changes the
states from M = (Mi) to M′ = (M′i). For any transition e, let
Ce be the set of ordered pairs < I,F > of perfect matchings,
such that e is contained in the canonical path from I to F , i.e.
Ce = {(I,F) : e ∈ I =M1→M2→ ··· →Mk = F}. In order to
prove the non-existence of bottlenecks, we construct a map
from Ce to the state space N .
Lemma 4.3. For every transition e, there exists a map σe :
N ×N →N such that |Ce|< |N |.
Proof. Given any two states I and F , the canonical path con-
struction is defined in such a way that in exactly m transitions
we will reach F starting from I. Let us say that e = M→M′
is the transition corresponding to the (k+ 1)th node of set
V1. Thus the number of states, say I′ from which M can be
reached by one transition are (n−(k−1)), since (k−1) nodes
are already matched and their matched pairs are untouched in
the kth step. Similarly, the number of ways in which M can
be reached by two state transitions are (n− (k−2)). Finally,
the number of ways in which M can be reached in k steps is
(n− 1) ways. Thus the total possible ways in which I→M
can be reached is (n− (k−1))× (n− (k−2))×·· ·× (n−1).
Now, let us consider the cases where we can reach F from
state M′. The one step cases possible are (n− (k+ 1)), two
step possible cases are (n− (k+ 2)) and so on. Finally, the
number of possible ways to reach F in (m− (k+ 1)) ways
is (n−m). Thus the total number of ways in which M′→ F
can be reached is less than (n−(k+1))×(n−(k+2))×·· ·×
(n−m).
Thus, the number of < I,F > pairs that have a canonical
path from I to F through e = (M,M′)
|Ce| = (n−1) · · ·(n− k+2)(n− k+1)
× (n− k−1)(n− k−2) · · ·(n−m)
|N | = n!
(n−m)!
= n(n−1) · · ·(n−m+2)(n−m+1)
|Ce| = O(nm−1) and |N |= O(nm)
|Ce| < |N |.
Thus given I,F and e, let σe(I,F) ∈ N be a perfect
matching. Then, σe : C (e) → N has |C (e)| < |N |. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
The main result of this paper is proving the rapid mixing
property of the chain M by finding a lower bound on the
conductance of the chain. The concept of canonical paths
is used in this. In the following section we prove the rapid
mixing property of the Markov chain M.
5. MAIN RESULT
In order to prove rapid mixing of M we find a bound on
the conductance of the underlying graph associated with the
chain. Later, using the conductance bound, we find a bound
on the mixing time of the chain M. The following results
Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 demonstrate these.
Theorem 5.1. Consider a bipartite graph G(V,E) with vertex
set V = V1 ∪V2, such that |V1| = m,|V2| = n and m 6 n. The
conductance of the Markov chainM that has state space N
of all possible perfect matchings of size m, is bounded below
by 1/(4α3mn), where α = exp{β (Umax−Umin)}.
The Theorem below gives an upper bound for the mixing
time of the Markov chain.
Theorem 5.2. The mixing time of the Markov chain M that
has state space N of all possible perfect matchings of size m
is bounded by τε 6 32 m2n2α6(−c+m ln n+ ln ε−1), where
α = exp{β (Umax−Umin)} and c = ln α .
The bound on the mixing time is a function of (Umax−
Umin). By Definition 4.1, the chain M is rapid mixing if
the mixing time increases as polynomial in the input size
and logarithmic in (1/ε). Thus, for M to be rapid mixing,
(Umax−Umin) should increase logarithmically with input size
or it should be a constant. The instances where (Umax−Umin)
increase logarithmically with the input size are the feasibility
check problems like, job scheduling, graph colouring, multiple
knapsack and so on.
Jerrum and Sinclair introduced conditions under which a
Markov chain M is rapidly mixing through the following
results [8].
Proposition 5.3. Let H be an underlying graph of a time-
reversible ergodic Markov chain M in which min
i
Pi,i >
1
2
,
and let pimin = min
i
pii be the minimum stationary state
probability. Then
• The total variation distance ∆(t) of M is bounded by
∆(t)6 (1−Φ(H)2/2)t/pimin.
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• The mixing time of M satisfies τε 6 2Φ−2(ln pi−1min +
ln ε−1).
The assumption that mini Pi,i > 12 ensures that the chain
has no negative eigenvalue. Negative eigenvalues corresponds
to oscillatory, or “near periodic” behaviour and incorporating
sufficiently large self loops forbids the occurrence of negative
eigenvalues. Proposition 5.3 allows us to investigate the rapid
mixing property of a Markov chain using its underlying graph.
Here, rapid mixing is guaranteed if the conductance of the
underlying graph is not too small. We prove the following
lemma for proving Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. Consider a bipartite graph G(V,E) with vertex
set V =V1∪V2, such that |V1|= m,|V2|= n and m6 n. Let I
and F denote any two states of the Markov chain M whose
state space N is all possible perfect matchings of size m
associated with graph G. For any I,F ∈ C (e),
piIpiF 6 2mn a3max piσe(I,F) we,
where amax = exp{β (Umax−Umin)}.
Proof. The stationary probability of any state X is given by
piX = eβU(X)/C, where β > 0, C is the partition function and
U(X) corresponds to the utility of state X . Also, Umax and
Umin denotes the maximum and minimum utilities respec-
tively. Then piI = eβU(I)/C,
=
eβU(I)
C
(
eβU(M)
eβU(M)
)
,
= piM eβ (U(I)−U(M)),
6 piM eβ (Umax−Umin). (4)
Consider the path from state F to state σe(I,F). Then piF =
eβU(F)/C,
=
eβU(F)
C
(
eβU(σe(I,F))
eβU(σe(I,F))
)
,
= piσe(I,F) e
β (U(F)−U(σe(I,F))),
6 piσe(I,F) e
β (Umax−Umin). (5)
For the transitions defined in Section 3, the probability of
going from any state i to any adjacent state j is given by
Pi, j =
1
2mn
ai j, (6)
where ai j = min{exp{β (U( j)−U(i))},1} is the acceptance
probability of the transition from i to j. Combining equations
(4) and (5) and later substituting piM = we/PM,M′ , we get
piIpiF 6 piMpiσe(I,F) e
2β (Umax−Umin),
= e2β (Umax−Umin)
we
PM,M′
piσe(I,F). (7)
Substituting PM,M′ =
1
2mn
aMM′ in (7) we get
piIpiF 6
(
2mne2β (Umax−Umin)
aMM′
)
piσe(I,F) we,
6
(
2mn e2β (Umax−Umin)
amin
)
piσe(I,F) we,
= 2mn e3β (Umax−Umin) piσe(I,F) we, (8)
where the minimum and maximum acceptance proba-
bilities are given by amin = exp{β (Umin − Umax)} and
amax = exp{β (Umax − Umin)} respectively. Thus piIpiF 6
2mn a3max piσe(I,F) we, and this proves Lemma 5.4.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: Let G be the bipartite graph with m
number of vertices on one side and n number of vertices on
the other side. Let H be the underlying graph associated with
the Markov chain M(G), whose states are perfect matchings
of dimension m. The conductance of Φ(H) is defined as
Φ(H) := min
0<|S|<|N |
CS61/2
ΦS, (9)
where ΦS = FS/CS and
CS := ∑
M∈S
piM, the capacity of S;
FS := ∑
M∈S
M′∈Sc
PM,M′piM, the ergodic flow out of S.
Thus for any such S the aggregate weight of all paths crossing
the cut S to its complement Sc in N is
∑
I∈S,F∈Sc
piIpiF =CSCSc >
CS
2
. (10)
Consider an arbitrary transition e ofM that changes the states
from M = (Mi) to M′ = (M′i). For any transition e, let C (e) be
the set of ordered pairs < I,F > of perfect matchings, such
that e is contained in the canonical path from I to F . The
canonical path from I to F is constructed as per Algorithm
4.1. For any such transition e, there exists a constant ‘b’ such
that
∑
<I,F>∈C (e)
piI piF 6 b we, (11)
where we = piMPM,M′ = piM′PM′,M . Using (10) and (11), a
bound on the ergodic flow out of S, where cut(S) denotes
the set of transitions crossing the cut from S to Sc is
FS = ∑
e∈cut(S)
we
> b−1 ∑
e∈cut(S)
∑
<I,F>∈C (e)
piIpiF
> b−1 ∑
I∈S,F∈Sc
piIpiF
> CS
2b
.
Using the definition given in equation (9)
Φ(H)> 1
2b
. (12)
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Our aim is to define a set of paths so as to find a bound on
b. In Lemma 5.4, we have defined a set of paths and derived
a bound for piIpiF . Using (8) we get
∑
<I,F>∈C (e)
piIpiF 6 ∑
<I,F>∈C (e)
2mne3β (Umax−Umin) piσe(I,F)we,
= 2mne3β (Umax−Umin)we ∑
<I,F>∈C (e)
piσe(I,F),
6 2mne3β (Umax−Umin)we. (13)
Equation (13) holds as |Ce|< |N | as proved in Lemma 4.3.
Thus the constant b in equation (12) is
b = 2mn exp{3β (Umax−Umin)}. (14)
Thus the lower bound on the conductance of the underlying
graph H of the Markov chain M is derived as
Φ(H) > 1
4mn e3β (Umax−Umin)
,
=
1
4mnα3
. (15)
Thus Φ(H) > 1/(4mnα3) where α = exp{β (Umax−Umin)}
and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2: By Proposition 5.3, the mixing
time of M is bounded above by
τε 6 2Φ−2(ln pi−1min+ ln ε−1),
6 2(4mnα3)2(ln pi−1min+ ln ε−1),
= 32 m2n2α6(ln pi−1min+ ln ε
−1).
Using the definition of stationary probability, pimin = eβUmin/C.
Thus
pimin >
eβUmin
|N |eβUmax ,
> |N |−1eβ (Umin−Umax).
Note that the number of perfect matchings in G is at most nm.
So the minimum stationary probability pimin of M satisfies
ln (pimin) > β (Umin−Umax)−m ln n.
Thus τε 6 32 m2n2α6
(
β (Umax−Umin)+m ln n+ ln ε−1
)
,
where α = exp{β (Umax−Umin)}. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.2. 
The Theorem below proves that the Markov chain M is
rapid mixing.
Theorem 5.5. The Markov chain M is rapid mixing.
Proof. From Theorem 5.2, we know that τε 6
32 m2n2α6(−β (Umax −Umin) + m ln n + ln ε−1), where
α = exp{β (Umax −Umin)}. The mixing time is a function
in (Umax −Umin). Thus by Definition 4.1, the chain M is
rapid mixing if (Umax−Umin) is a constant or it is increasing
logarithmically with input size. However, even when it is
increasing polynomially in input size, maximizing U is same
as maximizing ln U , since ln is a monotonically increasing
function. Thus instead of optimizing for U , we can always
do optimization with respect to ln U . Thus (Umax −Umin)
can be made a function that increase logarithmically in input
size. Thus the chain M is rapid mixing.
6. CONCLUSION
The matching problem considered in this paper is a com-
plete bipartite graph matching problem with the objective of
maximizing a global utility function. Conventional matching
algorithms cannot be used for solving this because of the
global nature of the utility function. We proved the NP-
hardness of the problem by showing a reduction of the well
known 3-SAT problem. Thus there are no known polynomial
time algorithm for solving this. To this end, we constructed a
Markov chain whose every state is a perfect matching and the
state space is all possible perfect matchings. The transitions in
the chain are modelled in such a way that in every transition
the chain favours a higher utility state over other adjacent
states. The chain is a DTMC which is aperiodic, irreducible
and time reversible. The rapid mixing of the chain is proved
by finding a lower bound on the conductance of the underlying
graph using a canonical path construction.
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APPENDIX
Figure 2 can be explained in the following way. We start
with the first node of the set V1. In the above example it is
clear that V1 = {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Select the lowest numbered
node, i.e. 1. The edges corresponding to node 1 in I⊕F are
(1,2′) and (1,4′), belonging to I and F respectively. Pick
the edge (1,4′) and perform the transition in I to get M2
as given in Figure 2d. Note that |M2⊕F |< |I⊕F |. Now, the
lowest degree node in M2⊕F is 2 and the corresponding edge
to be selected for transition is (2,2′). Perform the transition
to get M3 as shown in Figure 2f and find M3⊕F . Again,
|M3⊕F |< |M2⊕F |. The next step is corresponding to node 3
and the edge that should be used for transition is (3,5′), which
gives M4 as shown in Figure 2h. Since node 4 is connected to
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(j) M6 = M7 = F
Figure 2: Constructing the canonical path I = M1→M2→M3→M4→M5→M6→M7 = F .
1 in both I and F , the next state M5 = M4. In the next stage,
we select node 5 and corresponding edge (5,7′) for transition.
At the end of this transition we obtain matching M6 which
is indeed the desired matching F . This is because, node 6
is already resolved in the previous stage transition and thus
M7 = M6 = F .
Proof of Lemma 3.1: Consider the discrete time stochastic
process {Xt}t>0 where Xt is a random variable that denotes the
matching used by Algorithm 3.1 in t th iteration. The sequence
X0,X1, · · · is a random sequence as the chain M progress
through the state space N . From the transition definition it is
clear that the state at the (t+1)th instant, Xt+1, depends only
on the previous state Xt . That is, P (Xt+1|X0,X1, · · · ,Xt) =
P (Xt+1|Xt). Thus M is a Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC) on N .
In order to prove M is irreducible, we need to show that
any arbitrary state F can be reached from any arbitrary state
I. From the unique construction of the canonical path (see
Algorithm 4.1) it is clear that given any I, there exists a unique
path of exactly m transitions to reach state F . Let γIF is the
canonical path from I to F . Then, length (γIF) = m ∀ I,F .
Thus M is irreducible.
Now we will prove thatM is aperiodic. Let M1 and M2 be
two adjacent states ofM, the acceptance of a transition from
M1 to M2 is defined based on a utility comparison between
the respective states. At t th instant when state Xt = M1 the
transition probabilities to state M2 is modelled as
Xt+1 =
{
M2 if U(M2)>U(M1),
M2 with prob. exp{β (U(M2)−U(M1))}, otherwise .
Thus when U(M2) > U(M1), the state Xt+1 is M2 with
probability 1. However, when U(M2)<U(M1), then transition
from M1 to M2 is with certain probability. The probability
associated with the transition introduces self loops making
the chainM aperiodic. Thus the chainM is a DTMC which
is irreducible and aperiodic. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: The DTMC M(β ) is said to be
reversible if for any two adjacent states M1 and M2 in N ,
piM1(β )PM1M2(β ) = piM2(β )PM2M1(β ). Every entry Pi j(β ) of
the probability transition matrix P(β ) is given by
Pi j(β ) =
1
2mn
ai j(β ),
where m and n denotes the number of nodes in the re-
spective sets of the bipartite graph and ai j(β ) is the accep-
tance probability from state i to state j. We know ai j(β ) =
min {1,exp{β (U( j)−U(i))}}. Thus
aM1M2(β ) =
{
1 if U(M2)>U(M1),
exp{β (U(M2)−U(M1))} if U(M2)<U(M1).
Now consider two cases: (a) U(M2) > U(M1) and (b)
U(M2)<U(M1). When U(M2)>U(M1),
piM1(β )PM1M2(β ) =
exp{βU(M1)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ×1,
piM2(β )PM2M1(β ) =
exp{βU(M2)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ×
exp{βU(M1)}
exp{βU(M2)}
=
exp{βU(M1)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ,
= piM1(β )PM1M2(β ).
xWhen U(M2)<U(M1),
piM1(β )PM1M2(β ) =
exp{βU(M1)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ×
exp{βU(M2)}
exp{βU(M1)} ,
=
exp{βU(M2)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ,
piM2(β )PM2M1(β ) =
exp{βU(M2)}
∑M′∈N exp{βU(M′)}
× 1
2|E| ×1
= piM1(β )PM1M2(β ).
Thus DTMC M(β ) is time reversible and this completes the
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
